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Addendum to 
 Corporate Liquidity Provision & Share Repurchase Programs 

By: Craig M. Lewis & Joshua T. White 
January 11, 2023 

 
On December 7, 2022, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

(“Commission”) submitted a memorandum entitled, “Supplemental Analysis of the 
Potential Implications of the Recently Enacted Excise Tax on Share Repurchases for 
the Economic Effects of Share Repurchase Disclosure Modernization Amendments,” 
to the public comment file on the Proposed Rule on Share Repurchase Disclosure 
Modernization.1 
 
The United States Chamber of Commerce commissioned us to describe the cyclicality 
and seasonality of share repurchases and related activity by issuers that might be 
influenced by the recently enacted excise tax on share repurchases under the Inflation 
Reduction Act of 2022. 
 
Seasonality in issuer activities is the pattern of regular fluctuations that occur at certain 
times of the year. Such fluctuations can occur for various reasons, such as variation in 
customer demand and the knock-on effects to the supply chain and production, the 
cash flow impacts of holidays, and other industry-specific factors. For example, tourism 
might increase during summer, while demand for consumer electronics fluctuates 
around the holiday season. Because seasonality can significantly influence an issuer’s 
cash flows, it is an important consideration when deciding whether and when to 
repurchase shares and issue stock. Seasonality can also impact the issuer’s stock price 
and, by extension, affect employees’ decisions to sell stock grants or exercise stock 
options. All these considerations impact the amount of time needed to gather accurate 
data on the effect of the novel share repurchase excise tax due to the netting provision 
of share issuances. 
 
Cyclicality in issuer activities is the tendency for an issuer’s performance or that of its 
industry to follow persistent patterns of increases and decreases. While seasonal 
fluctuations occur during a year, cyclicality can last multiple years and is typically driven 
by macroeconomic factors such as inflation, changes in interest rates, variation in gross 
domestic product, or other systematic factors that influence the overall economy. Thus, 
cyclicality can impact an issuer’s profitability and cash available for payouts such as 
share repurchases and other corporate financial policy decisions. Academic research has 

 
1 Memorandum from Div. of Econ. & Risk Analysis to Comm’n File No. S7-21-21 regarding Supplemental 

Analysis of the Potential Implications of the Recently Enacted Excise Tax on Share Repurchases for the Economic Effects 
of Share Repurchase Disclosure Modernization Amendments (Dec. 7, 2022). Available at 
https://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-21-21/s72121-20152424-320317.pdf.  

https://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-21-21/s72121-20152424-320317.pdf
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documented “hot” and “cold” periods in share repurchases and equity issuances, which 
we discuss below. 
 
Several studies document the relation between seasonality, cyclicality, and issuer activity 
as it pertains to share repurchases and share issuances. These studies find that issuer 
activities tend to be more common at certain times of the year or during certain periods 
of a business cycle.2 Dittmar and Dittmar (2008) find cyclicality-driven patterns in stock 
issuances and repurchases. They note that stock issuances and share repurchase 
activities are 90% correlated, which they attribute to fluctuations in the business cycle. 
They find that expansions in the economy increase cash flow and lead issuers to increase 
both share issuances and repurchases. This study argues that cyclicality in the business 
cycle drives waves of stock issuance and repurchase activity.3  
 
Bolton et al. (2013) attribute cyclical issuer behavior to the precautionary demand for 
cash to fund issuer activities. 4  They argue that, when the economy is expanding, 
financing conditions increase stock prices and lower the need to hold precautionary 
levels of higher cash designed to buffer and fund activities. This behavior results in 
more stock repurchases by cash-rich firms. Therefore, when economic conditions 
deteriorate, issuers engage in fewer share repurchases as they increase their level of 
precautionary cash savings. 
 
Cyclicality in share repurchases is also demonstrated in our study, “Corporate Liquidity 
Provision and Share Repurchase Programs.” 5  For example, Figure 1 of this study 
(replicated below) shows substantial variation in share repurchase activity, with the 
largest downturn in the year following the Great Recession of 2008: 

 
2 Prior research documents seasonal patterns in several other market-related events, such as excess investor 

returns (DeBondt and Thaler, 1987), short interest (Brent et al., 1990), and stock-trading volume and volatility. See De 
Bondt, W. F., Thaler, R. H. (1987). Further evidence on investor overreaction and stock market seasonality.  Journal of 
Finance, 42(3), 557-581. (noting that excess returns are higher in January); Brent, A., Morse, D., Stice, E. K. (1990). Short 
interest: Explanations and tests. Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis, 25(2), 273-289. (noting that short interest 
follows a seasonal pattern); Heston, S. L., Sadka, R. (2008). Seasonality in the cross-section of stock returns. Journal of 
Financial Economics, 87(2), 418-445. (noting persistent seasonal patterns in stock trading volume, returns, return 
volatility). 

3 See Dittmar, A. K., Dittmar, R. F. (2008). The timing of financing decisions: An examination of the correlation 
in financing waves. Journal of Financial Economics, 90(1), 59-83. Other studies note that repurchases are not smooth like 
dividends and tend to occur when stock prices are higher. See Bonaimé, A. A., Hankins, K. W., Jordan, B. D. (2016). The 
cost of financial flexibility: Evidence from share repurchases. Journal of Corporate Finance, 38, 345-362. 

4 See Bolton, P., Chen, H., Wang, N. (2013). Market timing, investment, and risk management. Journal of Financial 
Economics, 109(1), 40-62. 

5 See Lewis, C. M., White, J. T., (2021). Corporate liquidity provision and share repurchase programs. US Chamber 
of Commerce: Center for Capital Markets Competitiveness, Available at https://www.centerforcapitalmarkets.com/wp-
content/uploads/2021/09/4-01-22-CCMC_StockBuybacks2022-9.pdf.  

https://www.centerforcapitalmarkets.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/4-01-22-CCMC_StockBuybacks2022-9.pdf
https://www.centerforcapitalmarkets.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/4-01-22-CCMC_StockBuybacks2022-9.pdf
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We observe this cyclical pattern in share repurchase but not cash dividends, which we 
attribute to the popularity and flexibility of open-market repurchases relative to the 
inflexibility of commitments to pay dividend in Figure 4 of this study (reproduced 
below): 
 

 
 
Share repurchases and stock issuances also display patterns of seasonality. For example, 
one study finds that share repurchase activity tends to be higher at certain times of the 
year or based on variation in prior quarterly profits.6 Another shows a direct connection 

 
6 See, e.g., Stephens, C. P., Weisbach, M. S. (1998). Actual share reacquisitions in open‐market repurchase 

programs. Journal of Finance, 53(1), 313-333. 
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between employee stock options and share repurchases. Specifically, Kahle (2002), finds 
a strong correlation between employee stock options—both options outstanding and 
those that are exercisable—and the decisions of whether to repurchase shares and the 
number of shares to repurchase. 7  Further, research shows stock issuance displays 
seasonality. For example, a study by Lowry (2003) shows there are fewer equity 
offerings in the first quarter of the year, which the author associates with the practice 
of investment banks allowing their employees to take extended breaks during the 
holiday season.8 
 
Given the seasonality in stock repurchases and issuances documented in academic 
literature, the true impact of the excise tax will likely be unknown for at least a year after 
it becomes effective. Additionally, several analysts forecast an economic downturn and 
potentially a severe global recession during 2023.9 Based on the academic evidence that 
demonstrates a strong influence of cyclicality on share repurchase and issuances, it is 
likely that a period of at least two years is necessary to properly gather data and quantify 
the impact of the excise tax on share repurchase activity. 

 
7  See Kahle, K. M. (2002). When a buyback isn’t a buyback: Open market repurchases and employee 

options. Journal of Financial Economics, 63(2), 235-261. 

8 See Lowry, M. (2003). Why does IPO volume fluctuate so much? Journal of Financial Economics, 67(1), 3-40. Other 
studies confirm that there are fewer equity offerings in the first calendar quarter and summer periods, likely due to Wall 
Street vacation periods. See, e.g., Pástor, Ľ., Veronesi, P. (2005). Rational IPO waves. Journal of Finance, 60(4), 1713-1757; 
and Hong, H., Yu, J. (2009). Gone fishin’: Seasonality in trading activity and asset prices. Journal of Financial Markets, 12(4), 
672-702. We note that numerous other factors that could influence seasonality in stock issuances. For example, issuers 
may conduct equity offerings during certain parts of the year reduce their cost of capital during “windows of opportunity.” 
For example, new investors might be more receptive to new stock issuances in the latter part of the year due tax year-end 
considerations. Issuers might also conduct equity offerings during periods of the year where financing needs are higher. 
Thus, issuers in highly seasonal industries such as retail might conduct more equity offerings to purchase inventory in 
anticipation of busy holiday seasons. 

9  See, e.g, Domm, P. (2022, December 23). Why everyone thinks a recession is coming in 2023. CNBC, 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/12/23/why-everyone-thinks-a-recession-is-coming-in-2023.html (noting that most 
economists and many CEOs predict a recession in their 2023 forecasts); Potter, S. (2023, January 2). Here’s (Almost) 
Everything Wall Street Expects in 2023. Bloomberg News, https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2023-investment-
outlooks (noting that more than 500 Wall Street analysts forecast a recession in 2023); and Rabouin, D. (2023, January 2). 
Big Banks Predict Recession, Fed Pivot in 2023. Wall Street Journal, https://www.wsj.com/articles/big-banks-predict-
recession-fed-pivot-in-2023-11672618563 (stating that, “More than two-thirds of the economists at 23 large financial 
institutions that do business directly with the Federal Reserve are betting the U.S. will have a recession in 2023. Two others 
are predicting a recession in 2024.”). 

 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/12/23/why-everyone-thinks-a-recession-is-coming-in-2023.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2023-investment-outlooks
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2023-investment-outlooks
https://www.wsj.com/articles/big-banks-predict-recession-fed-pivot-in-2023-11672618563
https://www.wsj.com/articles/big-banks-predict-recession-fed-pivot-in-2023-11672618563
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